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In This IssueUV Digs Skin Deep to Trigger Skin Cancer
PAGE 1207
Hu et al. now show that mesenchymal loss of a Notch effector or downregulation of
Notch signaling by UVA triggers oncogenesis in the epidermis. Inflammation of the
underlying stroma precedes the spread of epithelial lesions across a patch of skin,
and importantly, inhibiting this inflammatory response counteracts the spread of multi-
focal skin tumors.Preventing a DNA Reversal of Fortune
PAGE 1221
The reversal of DNA replication forks poses a danger to genome integrity. Hu et al. show
that the collapse of stalled replication forks via fork reversal is made rare in normal cells
through the S phase DNA-damage checkpoint, acting through the nuclease activity of
Dna2.Coerced Chromatin Contacts Control Transcription
PAGE 1233
Chromatin loops permit contacts between distal enhancers and target promoters, but their direct effect on gene activation has been
unclear. Now, Deng et al. show that zinc finger-mediated tethering of the nuclear factor Ldb1 to the native b-globin promoter is suffi-
cient to juxtapose the promoter with the enhancer and activate transcription. Forced juxtaposition of regulatory elements might be
a useful therapeutic strategy to modulate gene expression from a given promoter.Reworking Wnt’s Accepted Wisdom
PAGE 1245
By studying Wnt signaling under endogenous levels of the APC/Axin1 destruction complex, Li et al. uncover a new model for b-cat-
enin activation. In contrast to current thinking, the destruction complex remains assembled upon Wnt signaling. Engagement of Wnt
receptors blocks b-catenin ubiquitination, and the Axin1 complex becomes saturated with phospho-b-catenin, allowing newly
synthesized b-catenin to accumulate in the cytosol.Stress Response that’s Good for the Heart
PAGE 1257
Thrombospondin proteins are induced and secreted during tissue damage or active remodeling. Now, Lynch et al. demonstrate that
thrombospondins also reside in the ER, where they can directly regulate an adaptive ER stress response. Thrombospondin-4 dynam-
ically shapes the adaptive ER stress response by inducing Atf6a shuttling and nuclear accumulation to protect the heart from protein
folding stress after myocardial injury.What Makes p53 a Tumor Suppressor?
PAGE 1269p53-dependent cell-cycle arrest, apoptosis, and senescence are widely considered the
major mechanisms by which p53 mediates tumor suppression. By characterizing acet-
ylation-deficient mutants of p53 in knockin mouse models, Li et al. demonstrate that
these canonical functions of p53 are not absolutely required for tumor suppression.
Instead, unconventional activities of p53, such as metabolic regulation and antioxidant
effects, are sufficient for suppression of early-onset spontaneous tumorigenesis.GPCR at the Helm of Hunger
PAGE 1314
Hypothalamic neurons expressing Agouti-related peptide drive food intake, but abla-
tion of the leptin or insulin receptors in these neurons fails to affect feeding behaviors.
Ren et al. now show that a G-protein-coupled receptor, GPR17, is a downstream
effector of FoxO1, the shared mediator of these pathways. Antagonists of GPR17
decrease food intake in mice, suggesting that this pathway could be targeted in the
treatment of obesity.Cell 149, June 8, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 1175
Neuron’s Sexual Identity Hangs in a Chromatin Balance
PAGE 1327
The transcription factor Fruitless determines courtship behavior in Drosophila males by influencing
the development of sexually dimorphic neural circuits. Ito and colleagues now show that Fru recruits
one of two chromatin regulators, HDAC1 or HP1a, to distinct chromosomal sites. Ectopically impair-
ing HDAC1 or enhancing HP1a recruitment to particular loci increases the likelihood of adopting
female neuronal morphology. The absence of neurons with intersexual characteristics in the engi-
neered flies suggests that a bimodal epigenetic switch underlies neuronal sexual identity.
Calming CSC Madness
PAGE 1284The persistence of cancer stem cells in the face of standard cancer treatments makes them a high priority for new therapeutics.
Sachlos et al. report that high-content comparative screening of neoplastic and normal human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs) can
identify agents that specifically induce differentiation of somatic cancer stem cells. Thioridazine, an antipsychotic drug, selectively
acts on CSCs, and its target, the dopamine receptor pathway, stands as a candidate biomarker for a several malignancies.
A Complement to Aging
PAGE 1298
Recent findings suggest a role for canonical Wnt signaling in mammalian aging. Naito et al. now provide evidence that the comple-
ment protein C1q may be the activator of the Wnt pathway in this context. They show that C1q activates Wnt signaling by inducing
cleavage of the Wnt coreceptor LRP6 and that C1q levels increase with aging. Furthermore, C1q activates Wnt signaling in skeletal
muscles, where Wnt signaling is associated with age-related impairment in muscle regeneration capacity.
GPI Anchors Dance with Actin
PAGE 1353
Nanoscale clusters of GPI-anchored membrane proteins organize in a way that cannot be simply explained by thermal and chemical
equilibrium. Gowrishankar et al. now provide a theoretical framework that incorporates the dynamics of short actin filaments into
these spatiotemporal density fluctuations, presenting a testable model for how membrane platforms may be constructed.
Keeping TABs on 5mC and 5hmC
PAGE 1368
Thus far, sequencing methods have been unable to fully distinguish between the ‘‘fifth and sixth bases of the genome,’’ 5mC and
5hmC. Now, Yu et al. describe a method that combines bisulfate sequencing with two extra steps, named Tet-assisted bisulfate
(TAB) sequencing. The authors generate genome-wide maps of 5mC vs. 5hmc at base resolution, revealing intriguing differences
in the distribution of these marks, including sequence bias and strand asymmetry of 5hmC deposition.
The Epigenomic Zoo
PAGE 1381
Comparative evolutionary analysis has long been used to study coding DNA sequences, and Xiao et al. now extend this approach to
the analysis of epigenetic modifications. They find that conservation of epigenetic marks such as histone modifications and DNA
methylation identifies regulatory sequences. Changes in these marks correlate with changes in protein-DNA binding patterns and
transcription. Comparative epigenomics thus reveals key features of the genome that cannot be extracted from conventional
sequence comparisons.
RNA Binding Bonanza
PAGE 1393Castello et al. describe a method to capture and identify the spectrum of mammalian RNA-
binding proteins (RBPs). The authors implicate hundreds of factors as RBPs, including proteins
integral to basic metabolic pathways. They extend the analysis to extract common features of
RNA-binding domains and see an enrichment for globular domains and unstructured regions.
Same Old Complex, Different Job
PAGE 1339
How malleable are genetic pathways over the course of evolution? Frost et al. first construct
a genetic map for S. pombe and then compare genetic interaction patterns between fission
and budding yeast. With this analysis, they identify a subset of complexes that have undergone
functional repurposing. Highlighting the functional reassignments of conserved proteins across
evolution, one particular example connects Golgi morphology, centrosomes, and the nuclear
envelope, revealing new mechanisms of organelle homeostasis and mitosis control.Cell 149, June 8, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 1177
